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I - Editorial 
 

SHARING SOLIDARITY AND SOVEREIGNTY BETTER: TRANSCENDING «EUROSCOLIOSIS» 

 

Yves Bertoncini, Institut Jacques Delors  

 

1. A “solidarity crisis” on the verge of being resolved 

 

The crisis in the euro area sparked huge tension between the countries at the heart of the European 

Union (EU) and the countries on its periphery, one group reluctant to display solidarity, the other 

reluctant to adopt austerity programmes in return for European aid. The asylum-seeker crisis is 

causing equally strong tension at the grassroot level and among the member states, which have 

crystalised over the “Visegrad group” countries’ refusal to display solidarity towards those 

countries struggling under an excessively massive wave of applications. Yet these two crises have 

led to a strengthening of solidarity among the member states, ranging from the adoption of 

unprecedented aid programmes worth up to 500 billion euro, including through the creation of the 

European Stability Mechanism, to increased European financial aid for countries facing a massive 

influx of asylum-seekers, and to a compulsory mechanism for the shareout of 160,000 of those 

seekers to help Greece, Italy and other countries overwhelmed by their arrival. Finally, it is the 

choice to safeguard the integrity of the monetary union and the membership of its nineteen 

member states that has prompted the majority of them to display such solidarity; similarly, it is the 

will to contribute to the effective monitoring of the member states’ common external borders and 

to a better exercise of the right to asylum that has guided member states despite their different 

starting positions. This solidarity is far from being purely altruistic because it serves the interests of 
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the member states displaying it by safeguarding the common assets that are the euro and the area 

of free movement. Nor is it unlimited: the mutualisation of debts, for example, is not envisaged, 

nor indeed is a balanced shareout of the asylum-seekers in their entirety. And lastly, this solidarity 

is conditional, because it is matched by a strengthened monitoring of the beneficiary countries, 

which seeks to respond to the other, deeper, crisis that is also dividing the member states – and 

that is a crisis of confidence.  

 

2. A sharing of sovereignty that also reflects a crisis of confidence 

 

The euro area crisis and the asylum-seeker crisis have something in common: they have both 

revealed a shortage of confidence among the member states of a single monetary union or a single 

area of free movement who, because of that membership, can suffer from the actions of their 

neighbours without having any real control over those actions. The crisis of confidence that struck 

the four “countries under programmes” was, of course, initially triggered by the markets’ refusal 

to carry on funding them, to the point where the euro area’s member states themselves became 

their chief creditors alongside the IMF. It is because those countries de facto lost their sovereignty 

that they had to agree to sign highly intrusive “memorandums of understanding”, and it is in 

returning to the money markets (as Ireland and Portugal have done) that they can recover that 

sovereignty, albeit at the cost of painful bugetary and structural adjustments. Where applications 

for asylum are concerned, the solidarity agreed to by the EU’s member states towards Greece and 

Italy is also accompanied by a desire for improved monitoring in terms of the way those countries 

manage the Schengen area’s external borders. This is why the creation of “hot spots” and the 

strengthening of the Frontex agency reflect a Europeanisation of external border control, thus 

avoiding a return to national border monitoring which, while perfectly possible as a temporary 

measure, the member states do not actually wish to extend on account of its exorbitant financial 

and economic cost. Thus the recent crises have prompted the member states to mark out “new 

frontiers” for European solidarity and for national sovereignty on the basis of a dialogue which, 

when all is said and done, has been virtuous even if it has earned the disapproval of a considerable 

swathe of public opinion, for frequently contradictory reasons (too much European solidarity for 

some, too much shared sovereignty for others).  

 

3. “Growing pains” that have to be overcome: transcending “euroscoliosis”  

 

In both the euro area and the asylum-seeker crises, the European construction lies at the heart of 

very lively public debate, at the outcome of which, however, it moves forward. It has not ground 
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to a halt, nor is it facing apathy on the part of its leaders and its peoples as it did back in the days 

of “eurosclerosis” at the turn of the 1980s that was knocked out by the arrival on the scene of the 

“Delors Commission”. What we are seeing at work today, rather, is a kind of “euroscoliosis”, with 

crises splitting the peoples of the EU and putting pressure on its spinal cord (the euro and the 

Schengen area) though without preventing it from perservering in its existence and its growth, 

even if that growth is then slightly crooked. This, because where both the euro and asylum are 

concerned, all of the countries involved have ended up willy-nilly shouldering duties linked to 

their membership of the EU rather than break off their ties with it. European agreements that are 

far from ideal, comprising “memorandums of understanding” for the euro area and qualified 

majority voting for decisions regarding the influx of asylum-seekers, have had to be forged under 

pressure. These painful births have on each occasion left visible marks on the agreements finally 

delivered, as well as on relations among the member states – but they have also given birth to a 

deepening of the European construction process. The crisis of confidence that has struck to the 

EU’s two fundamental pillars can only be lastingly overcome if the architecture of the euro area 

and of the area of free movement is strenghtened, above and beyond the emergency solutions 

recently devised. The “Five Presidents’ Report” contains useful analyses and recommendations for 

the strengthening of the European monetary union (EMU), which will have of necessity to be 

rooted in a better sharing of sovereignty and of risks, with a European coordination of budgetary, 

economic and social policies on the one hand, and financial mutualisation through a European 

treasury and a euro area budget on the other. Guaranteed effective monitoring of our external 

borders and the stringent and meticulous examination of applications for asylum should also be 

based on further progress, such as the establishment of a European coast guard, the full 

implementation of common principles already adopted in the sphere of asylum, the involvement 

of Frontex in procedures for the repatriation of illegal immigrants, the creation of legal 

immigration routes, and so forth. If the EU’s heads of state and government doff the firefighters’ 

costume in which they have dashed from one to crisis to another, and replace it with the garb of 

architects, the prospect of strengthening the EMU and the area of free movement may see the light 

of day. That presupposes that an attenuation of the crises, which would leave them the time to do 

so, does not then distract them from this imperative duty to act rather merely to react. 

 

The Federation of nation-states is akin to a Tower of Babel which will probably always bear a 

greater resemblance to the Tower of Pisa than to the Eiffel Tower. Because it organises union in 

diversity, its architecture is bound to remain both atypical and always to be a trifle askew. But that 

should not prevent it from continuing to exist or from growing further, even amid crises, as long 

as its peoples continue to believe that there is strength in unity. 
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II - A European gleam on top news of the period.  

 

-Catalonia and the EU. In recent regional elections in Catalonia, independentists have won the 

elections but lost the ‘plebiscite’. Although political parties in favor of independence have 

altogether more deputies, the remaining parties have received more individual votes. Around 37% 

of the population having a right to vote, had voted for independentists options. Both EU Institutions 

as well as Spanish and European leaders have repeated that a ‘hypothetical’ independence of 

Catalonia will imply its exit of the EU. Hopefully the results of the election will provide an 

opportunity to soften tensions and reconduct the situation.  

 

-Merkel and Holland at the EP. The current situation in the European Union and challenges to be 

tackled together, and notably migration, were at the heart of Wednesday afternoon's debate 

between European Parliament political group leaders, President of the French Republic François 

Hollande and Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany Angela Merkel. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20150929IPR94921/html/Fran%C3%A

7ois-Hollande-and-Angela-Merkel-face-MEPs  

 

III - Our initiatives 

 

-MoreEU EAD (11 November 9.00 a.m., Florence): a MoreEU “European Awareness Day” 

http://www.cesue.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=85:le-giornate-di-

consapevolezza-2&catid=13&Itemid=209&lang=it will be realized in the Opera of Florence with the 

presence of several local and authorities as the President of Italian Chamber of Deputies, Laura 

Boldrini. After the musical “Europe, What a Passion!” there will be a round table and a debate 

about “Towards a fiscal and political Union for Europeans” with policy makers and secondary 

school students. 

 

-MoreEU Deliberative Workshop (11 November 3.00 p.m., Florence) : The MoreEU Jean Monnet 

Network (coordinated by the Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna and involving CEU-San Pablo 

University in Spain, Warsaw University in Poland, Universidade Nova de Lisboa in Portugal and 

Notre Europe – Jacques Delors Institute in France) organizes in Florence a debate among 

institutions’ representatives, Europeanist organizations, civil society’s associations and local firms 

about What budget, resources, fiscal and borrowing powers for the EU? 

-More EU International Conference (12-13 November 3.30 p.m., Florence): What budget, resources, 

fiscal and borrowing powers for the EU? International Conference organised by the Jean Monnet 

Network “MoreEU: More EU to overcome the crisis” (coordinated by the Scuola Superiore 

Sant’Anna and involving CEU-San Pablo University in Spain, Warsaw University in Poland, 

Universidade Nova de Lisboa in Portugal and Notre Europe – Jacques Delors Institute in France) 

in cooperation with the Department of Political and Social Sciences of the University of Florence, 

and with the International Centre for European and Global Governance. The Conference will be 

organized through four different session and will be closed by a round table of experts and policy 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20150929IPR94921/html/Fran%C3%A7ois-Hollande-and-Angela-Merkel-face-MEPs
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/newsroom/content/20150929IPR94921/html/Fran%C3%A7ois-Hollande-and-Angela-Merkel-face-MEPs
http://www.cesue.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=85:le-giornate-di-consapevolezza-2&catid=13&Itemid=209&lang=it
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makers (Roberto Castaldi, Mercedes Bresso, Mario Monti, Maria Chiara Carrozza, Marco Piantini, 

Lia Quartapelle and Francesca Utili).  

 

-VIII Hugo Grotius International Conference: Are fear, disinformation, politics and the European 

Commission becoming the four horsemen of the apocalypse for International Investment Dispute 

Arbitration? (October 2015) The Hugo Grotius International Conference is an academic forum held 

on yearly basis by the CIAMEN, the International Centre for Arbitration, Mediation and 

Negotiation of the University Institute for European Studies. During the Conference, Mr. Charles 

N. Brower, a prestigious expert in trade and investment arbitration lectures the audience with a 

relevant issue of practical and academic interest. More information: http://bit.ly/1QCHFSb 

 

-International Conference: On the 30th of October 2015 Nova Law School is organizing at the 

Gulbenkian Foundation in Lisbon the international conference “1985-2015: 30 Years of Free 

Movement of Workers in Portugal and Spain”. The conference is held within the framework of 

FreSsco, which is an EC-funded network of independente experts from 32 European countries 

coordinated by Ghent University and Eftheia. The academic coodinator of MoreEu at Nova Law 

School Nuno Piçarra is the Portuguese national expert at FreSsco. 

 

-‘La lucha contra los Cárteles en la Comunidad Iberoamericana (UE, España, Portugal, Brasil, 

Méjico, Argentina, Chile y Colombia) (October 2015) The Centre for Competition Policy of the 

University Institute for European Studies will organize an International Conference on ‘La lucha 

contra los Cárteles en la Comunidad Iberoamericana (UE, España, Portugal, Brasil, Méjico, 

Argentina, Chile y Colombia)’. Prof. Dr. José María Beneyto and Prof. Dr. Jerónimo Maillo will 

manage this workshop. Members of the National Competition Commission, researchers at CEU 

San Pablo University, and experts from Chile, Brazil, Argentine, Mexico, Colombia and Portugal 

will take part in this event. More information: http://bit.ly/1j9w1DQ  

 

-'La Unión Europea ante el nuevo (des)orden mundial' (October 2015) José Ignacio Torreblanca, 

Senior Policy Fellow at European Council on Foreign Relations, will give a lecture on 'La Unión 

Europea ante el nuevo (des)orden mundial' at CEU San Pablo University. This conference will be 

part of the inaugural session of the course 2015-2016. More information: http://bit.ly/1Nf7ZSE 

 

-Master in European Union: The European Union Master’s Degree is an official postgraduate 

programme organized by the Institute for European Studies within the University CEU San Pablo. 

There are specific reasons that make this Master´s occupy a prominent place in the field of 

European studies at the international level. It´s official, bilingual and provides specific training in 

areas that analyze European integration from a multidisciplinary perspective. More information: 

http://bit.ly/1BTNSq4  

 

-Master in International and European studies: Nova Law School started in September a new 

International and European master program. The master is coordinated by the MoreEu academic 

coordinators Nuno Piçarra and Francisco Pereira Coutinho 

 

http://bit.ly/1j9w1DQ
http://bit.ly/1Nf7ZSE
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-Master in International Relations: The International Relations Master’s Degree is an official 

postgraduate programme organized by the Institute for European Studies within the University 

CEU San Pablo. This programme is pioneer in Spain and leads the ranking in academic research 

within the domains of International Relations and European studies. It’s official, interdisciplinary 

and bilingual. More information: http://bit.ly/1Gk9U6k 

 

 

IV - Other interesting opportunities 

 

-Call for papers: Przemysław Biskup, PhD (Institute of European Studies, University of Warsaw) 

invites scholars to participate in the panel Centrifugalism and Referenda in Europe: EU vs. the 

Challenges of Grexit, Brexit, Scotland, and Crimea (Session RC03: European Unification) held at the 

24th World Congress of Political Science, July 23-28, 2016, Istanbul, Turkey. Deadline for the paper 

submission is: 7 October 2015. More information: https://istanbul2016.ipsa.org/my-

ipsa/events/istanbul2016/panel/centrifugalism-and-referenda-europe-eu-vs-challenges-grexit-

brexit. 

 

-Teachers'corner: http://europa.eu/teachers-corner/0_9/index_en.htm 

 

-About the MEPs: http://europarltv.europa.eu/en/player.aspx?pid=ae32032f-410d-4077-bd5b-

a3f400a13c9e 

 

-Eurêkol: http://www.mouvement-europeen.eu/?p=546 

 

V - Publications 

 

José Mª Beneyto – Jerónimo Maillo (Directores), La lucha contra los Cárteles en España. Editorial 

Aranzadi. Madrid, 2015. More information: http://bit.ly/1JeoXus 

 

José María Beneyto – Luis M. Hinojosa-Martínez (Directores). European Banking Union. The New 

Regime. Wolters Kluwer. Madrid, 2015. Download E-book: http://bit.ly/1WmjL0Z 

 

Yves Bertoncini e Nicole Koenig, L'UE et les référendums : un antagonisme structurel ?, 

http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21909-L-UE-et-les-referendums-un-antagonisme-structurel.html  

 

Roberto Castaldi (ed.), “Europa. Ne abbiamo abbastanza?”, Paradoxa n. 3-2015. 
 

Roberto Castaldi, La scelta per la civiltà europea moderna: unirsi o perire, in “Europa. Ne abbiamo 

abbastanza?”, Paradoxa n. 3-2015 
 

Roberto Castaldi, L’Unione europea tra crisi e rilancio: lo stato dell’Unione incompiuta, in “Europa. Ne 

abbiamo abbastanza?”, Paradoxa n. 3-2015. 
  

http://bit.ly/1Gk9U6k
https://istanbul2016.ipsa.org/my-ipsa/events/istanbul2016/panel/centrifugalism-and-referenda-europe-eu-vs-challenges-grexit-brexit
https://istanbul2016.ipsa.org/my-ipsa/events/istanbul2016/panel/centrifugalism-and-referenda-europe-eu-vs-challenges-grexit-brexit
https://istanbul2016.ipsa.org/my-ipsa/events/istanbul2016/panel/centrifugalism-and-referenda-europe-eu-vs-challenges-grexit-brexit
https://mail.sssup.it/Redirect/1FFCAC69/europa.eu/teachers-corner/0_9/index_en.htm
https://mail.sssup.it/Redirect/1FFCAC69/europarltv.europa.eu/en/player.aspx?pid=ae32032f-410d-4077-bd5b-a3f400a13c9e
https://mail.sssup.it/Redirect/1FFCAC69/europarltv.europa.eu/en/player.aspx?pid=ae32032f-410d-4077-bd5b-a3f400a13c9e
https://mail.sssup.it/Redirect/1FFCAC69/www.mouvement-europeen.eu/?p=546
http://bit.ly/1JeoXus
http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21909-L-UE-et-les-referendums-un-antagonisme-structurel.html
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Jacques Delors, Pascal Lamy and Antonio Vitorino, L’UE et la Grèce : changer de montures et 

poursuivre l’odyssée, http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21630-L-UE-et-la-Grece-changer-de-

montures-et-poursuivre-l-odyssee.html  

 

Javier García-Verdugo, Una evaluación económica de la revisión judicial de las sanciones impuestas por la 

CNMC por infracciones anticompetitivas. Instituto Universitario de Estudios Europeos – CEU 

Ediciones. Madrid 2015. Download http://bit.ly/1C7ZEbu  

 

Tomasz Grzegorz Grosse, Geoeconomic Relations Between the EU and China: The Lessons From the EU 

Weapon Embargo and From Galileo, „Geopolitics” 2014, Vol. 19, No 1, p. 40-65, 

http://www.tandfonline.com, DOI: 10.1080/14650045.2013.789864. 

 

Tomasz Grzegorz Grosse, The Golden Straitjacket of Poland’s Membership in the EU, „Yearbook of 

Polish European Studies” 2014, Vol. 17, p. 117-138, http://www.ce.uw.edu.pl/pliki/pw/tg-

grosse.pdf. 

 

Tomasz Grzegorz Grosse, Kryzys innowacyjności w Europie [Crisis of Innovativeness in 

Europe],„Przegląd Europejski” 2015, 1 (35), p. 10-33, 

http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/1-Grosse.pdf. 

 

Tomasz Grzegorz Grosse, A Potential for Revolution in Europe? in: European Union on The Global 

Scene: United or Irrelevant?, ed. Bogdan J. Góralczyk, Centre for Europe, University of Warsaw, 

Warsaw 2015, p. 203-223.  

 

Tomasz Grzegorz Grosse, In Which Direction is Europe Heading?, Sobieski’s Paper No 76, June 2015, 

http://www.sobieski.org.pl/analiza-is-76-eng/. 

 

Wojciech Lewandowski, Nowy człowiek, zamaskowany niszczyciel. Wizja zagłady dystopijnego państwa 

w powieści graficznej «V jak Vendetta» Alana Moore'a i Davida Lloyda [New Man, Masked Murderer: 

Vision of Annihilation of a Dystopian State in Alan Moore’s and David Lloyd’s Graphic Novel «V jak 

Vendetta»], „Creatio Fantastica” 2015, No. 3 (50), s. 26-41, 

https://creatiofantastica.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/artn-wojciech-lewandowski-nowy-

czc582owiek-zamaskowany-niszczyciel1.pdf. 

 

Justyna Miecznikowska, Kryzys modernizacyjny a działania Unii Europejskiej na rzecz wzrostu 

gospodarczo-społecznego [The Crisis of Modernisation and the European Union’s Activities for the 

Economic and Social Growth], „Przegląd Europejski” 2015, 1 (35), p. 96-121, 

http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/4-Miecznikowska.pdf. 

 

Pierre Moscovici, Après le psychodrame grec, quelles améliorations pour l'UEM? 

http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21954-Apres-le-psychodrame-grec-quelles-ameliorations-pour-l-

UEM.html  

 

http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21630-L-UE-et-la-Grece-changer-de-montures-et-poursuivre-l-odyssee.html
http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21630-L-UE-et-la-Grece-changer-de-montures-et-poursuivre-l-odyssee.html
http://bit.ly/1C7ZEbu
http://www.tandfonline.com/
http://www.ce.uw.edu.pl/pliki/pw/tg-grosse.pdf
http://www.ce.uw.edu.pl/pliki/pw/tg-grosse.pdf
http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/1-Grosse.pdf
http://www.sobieski.org.pl/analiza-is-76-eng/
https://creatiofantastica.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/artn-wojciech-lewandowski-nowy-czc582owiek-zamaskowany-niszczyciel1.pdf
https://creatiofantastica.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/artn-wojciech-lewandowski-nowy-czc582owiek-zamaskowany-niszczyciel1.pdf
http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/4-Miecznikowska.pdf
http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21954-Apres-le-psychodrame-grec-quelles-ameliorations-pour-l-UEM.html
http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21954-Apres-le-psychodrame-grec-quelles-ameliorations-pour-l-UEM.html
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Małgorzata Mizerska-Wrotkowska, Dylematy unijnej polityki sąsiedztwa oraz wyzwania dla polityki 

zewnętrznej UE na Bliskim Wschodzie, Afryce Północnej i Ameryce Łacińskiej [Dilemmas of the EU 

Neighbourhood Policy and Challenges for the EU Foreign Policy in the Middle East, North Africa and Latin 

America],„Przegląd Europejski” 2015, 1 (35), p. 122-141, 

http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/5-Mizerska-Wrotkowska.pdf. 

 

Małgorzata Mizerska-Wrotkowska, Poland and Sweden in the United Europe, Schedas, Madrid 2015. 

Krzysztof Szewior, Wyznaczniki kryzysu społecznego w Europie [Determinants of the Social Crisis in 

Europe], „Przegląd Europejski” 2015, 1 (35), p. 34-63, 

http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/2-Szewior.pdf. 

 

Yves Pascouau, Les conséquences de la fin de Schengen, http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21748-Les-

consequences-de-la-fin-de-Schengen.html  

Eduardo Torrecilla Giménez, El avance de la ultraderecha en la Unión Europea como consecuencia de la 

crisis: Una perspectiva del contexto político de Grecia y Francia según la teoría del “chivo expiatorio”. 

Instituto Universitario de Estudios Europeos – CEU Ediciones. Madrid 2015. Download 

http://bit.ly/1De4i8j  

 

Tommaso Visone, Europa, in Lessico Crociano (a cura di Rosalia Peluso), La Scuola di Pitagora 

Editrice, Napoli, 2015 

 

Marta Witkowska, Przezwyciężanie kryzysu w procesie integracji europejskiej poprzez zmiany regulacji 

dotyczących udziału obywateli UE w podejmowaniu i realizacji decyzji [Overcoming the Crisis in the 

European Integration Process through Changes in Regulations Concerning the Participation of EU Citizens 

in Making and Implementing Decisions], „Przegląd Europejski” 2015, 1 (35), p. 64-95, 

http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/3-Witkowska.pdf. 

 

 

Appointments: 

 

-Nuno Piçarra, who is the academic coordinator of More EU at Nova Law School,  was appointed 

by the Portuguese government as a member of the Board of the EU Fundamental Rights Agency 

(FRA) 

 

http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/5-Mizerska-Wrotkowska.pdf
http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/2-Szewior.pdf
http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21748-Les-consequences-de-la-fin-de-Schengen.html
http://www.institutdelors.eu/011-21748-Les-consequences-de-la-fin-de-Schengen.html
http://bit.ly/1De4i8j
http://en.przegladeuropejski.wdinp.uw.edu.pl/zasoby/pliki/35/3-Witkowska.pdf

